Following exposure to weightlessness, the CNS system operates under new dynamic and 25 sensory contexts. To find optimal solutions for rapid adaptation, cosmonauts have to decide 26 whether parameters from the world or their body have changed and to estimate their properties. 27
(MJ), respectively. MSE was calculated for each experimental session (BF, R1 and R3). 177
We also calculated gravitational and net (inertial, interaction, Coriolis and centripetal 178 components) torques exerted at the shoulder and elbow joints by using the equations described in 179 
Statistical Analysis 190
For each cosmonaut, we calculated the average values for all the parameters detailed 191 above. Due to the small number of subjects (n=5), and to the fact that not all variables showed 192 normal distributions (Shapiro-Wilk tests), we performed non-parametric tests (Wilcoxon tests). 193
Results were considered to be significant at P<0.05. 194
195

Optimal simulations for different gravity levels 196
We modeled the human arm as a standard rigid body with two degrees of freedom moving 197 in the sagittal plane. We considered that torques are smoothly produced by muscle activation and 198 that the CNS controls the second derivative of these torques: 199
M, C and G are respectively the inertia matrix, the Coriolis/centripetal torques, and the 201 gravitational torques (see Berret et al. 2008a for their values); u is the control vector, it can be 202 considered as the input to the motor neurons; the vector θ denotes the joint angles; dots denote 203
independent of the gravity acceleration (g is 204 the acceleration of the ambient gravitational field, 9.81 m/s²). 205
We tested two alternative adaptation processes. First, we hypothesised that cosmonauts 206 would optimise their movements for a greater gravitational force field after a space-flight. We 207 based this assumption on the fact that cosmonauts felt their body heavier than usual when coming 208 back to Earth (sensation of a hyper-gravity environment, see Lackner and DiZio 2000) . 209
Alternatively, we tested optimal movements for 0g environment. This hypothesis implies that 210 cosmonauts had completely adapted their movements to microgravity and continued to apply this 211 optimal control strategy after landing. 212
An optimal control strategy for a 0g or a 2g environment, while actually being in 1g, 213 could be compensated during movement execution by using a corrected motor command: 214 Flanders et al. 1994 ). To solve the degree of freedom problem and to derive a unique feed 221 forward motor command u , we assumed optimal control. A first possibility was to consider 222 kinematic costs such as the minimum hand or angle jerk models. A second possibility was to 223 consider a dynamical cost function such as energy cost. Following previous findings (Berret et al. 224 2008a), we proposed a hybrid model minimizing a compromise between kinematic and dynamic 225
costs. 226
The cost function is thus defined as: 227
T=movement duration (measured experimentally). 230
231
The dynamic cost is a measure for mechanical energy expenditure, whereas kinematic 232 cost is a measure of movement smoothness in joint space. The parameter α is used to take into 233 account the different units of each cost component. In this study, we scaled the costs so that their 234 relative contribution was approximately the same during fast and normal speed conditions. This 235 corresponded to 0.05 = α and 0.2 = α for fast and normal conditions, respectively. This setting 236 was kept fixed for all cosmonauts and all gravitational environments. Anthropometric parameters 237
were adjusted for each cosmonaut based on their mass, height and forearm/upper arm lengths 238 (Winter 1990) . 239
The optimal control problem defined by the dynamics and cost function was eventually 240 solved using an efficient numerical method. Here, we used the open-source Matlab software 241 GPOPS, which implements a pseudo spectral method to find near optimal solutions (Benson et al. were averaged together). Discrepancies in gravitational torques were large between BF and R1, 357 while very small between BF and R3. 358 Table 1 shows the peak net torque (average values of 5 cosmonauts) for natural and fast 359 arm movements before and after the space-flight. In R1, peak net torques slightly, but 360 significantly, increased (for all comparisons, Z>2 and P<0.05) and returned to the BF values in 361 R3 (for all comparisons, Z<0.5 and P>0.1). This adaptation parallels that of peak velocity. In the 362 Fig. 6C , normalized net torques (average of 5 cosmonauts) are depicted for the shoulder and 363 elbow joints, separately. It appears that cosmonauts used an appropriate scaling strategy because 364 the shape of the torque profiles after normalization was similar between the BF, R1 and R3 365 sessions. This is consistent with the finding that hand velocity profiles remained unchanged afterand fast movements were averaged together). Discrepancies in net joint torques were very small 368 between BF and R1 as well as between BF and R3. 369
370
Optimal simulations for different gravity levels 371
We hypothesized that, after returning from a space-flight, cosmonauts misperceived the 372 level of gravity force, i.e., they sensed themselves being in a higher, than normal, gravitoinertial 373
context. Therefore, we simulated arm pointing movements in a normal gravity environment 374 (similar to our BF measurements) and arm pointing movements in a hypergravity environment 375 (progressively, from 1g to 2g). We assumed that an optimal strategy in a hypergravity context 376 could correspond to our R1 measurements. We also simulated arm movements in a microgravity 377 environment to test the possibility that cosmonauts still used in R1 an optimal strategy developed 378 during space-flight. 379 to 1g level and was almost identical between normal and fast arm movements. Furthermore, hand 385 velocity profiles were similar between 1g and 2g conditions, but changed according to movement 386 speed (more symmetrical for fast movements). Decreasing progressively the level of gravity in 387 our simulations, we observed that optimal control in a gravity level of 1.4g (i.e., 13.7 m/s²) 388 predicted hand kinematics similar to those recorded in R1. This qualitative observation was 389 confirmed by the statistical analysis. We compared the curvature values recorded experimentally 390 with those predicted by the optimal model (1.6g, 1.5g, 1.4g, 1.3g, and 1.2g) and found significantdifferences for all g levels (Z>2.02 and P<0.05), except the 1.4g (Z<0.6, P<0.5). Individual hand 392 path and velocity profiles simulated for each cosmonaut in both speed conditions are illustrated in 393 Fig. 7C and D, and testify the consistency of our simulation findings. Conversely, it is evident 394 that in R1 cosmonauts did not reproduce an optimal strategy developed during exposure to 395 microgravity, because the 0g level simulation (thick solid lines) does not predict the data 396 recorded in R1. 397 398
Control experiment 399
All participants performed planar arm movements in the sagittal plane (shoulder azimuth 400 and torsion angles were inferior to 1°). 401
402
Hand velocity profiles 403
The symmetry of velocity profiles (Fig. 8A 
Optimal simulations for different inertial loads 424
Hand trajectories predicted from optimal simulations, qualitatively and quantitatively, 425 matched those of the control experiment (see Fig. 8A and B) . Notably, for both natural and fast 426 speeds, the symmetry of velocity profiles decreased when mass increased (F=13, P<0.001), while 427 load had no effect on hand path curvature (F=1.44, P>0.24). Two-tailed t-tests between simulated 428 and experimental data did not reveal significant differences neither for path curvature (in all 429 cases, t<0.7, P>0.5) nor for the symmetry of velocity profiles (in all cases, t<0.9, P>0.8). 430 In the present study, we investigated sensorimotor adaptation of arm movements after a 435 space-flight mission of ten days. We mainly found that while hand path curvature increased one 436 day after landing (R1) and returned to pre-flight level the third day (R3), hand velocity profiles 437 remained unaffected. Control experiment showed that loading the arm with different masses did 438 not affect path curvature, suggesting that changes in path curvature recorded in R1 were not the 439 outcome of a control process based on the subjective feeling that the mass of the arm was 440 increased. By performing optimal simulations, we found that arm kinematic features following a 441 space-flight corresponded to a control process that overestimated gravity level and optimized 442 movements in a hyper-gravity environment. observed in R1 could be partially explained by these impedance-based hypotheses. However, our 496 findings that fast and natural arm movements were similarly affected after exposure to 497 microgravity is inconsistent with purely peripheral influences on arm kinematics. Under such a 498 hypothesis, slow and fast arm movements should be differently affected after landing (Fisk et al. 499 1993), and feedback corrections should produce velocity profiles with multiple local maxima. 500
While we cannot underestimate the role of peripheral factors on arm motor performance, 501 we consider that adaptations occurring at the central level have a major influence on arm motor 502 performance following a space-flight. These adaptations are reliant to the way that brain 503 estimates the origin of motor errors (Berniker and Kording 2008) . What has changed, properties 504 of the body, the environment, or both? Here, we propose that cosmonauts overestimated Earth's 505 gravity level and optimally controlled their arm movements as they would do in a hypergravity 506 environment. Two findings guided us to this conclusion. First, optimal trajectories (hand paths 507 and velocity profiles) in a hypergravity context (1.4g) were qualitatively and quantitatively 508 similar to those recorded in R1. Second, greater path curvatures recorded in R1 were linked to 509 smaller gravity torques on the shoulder and elbow joints. This suggests that cosmonauts tried tooverestimated the background gravity-force level is consistent with their sensation that they are 512 heavier (this feeling has been orally confirmed by all cosmonauts who participated in our study). Interestingly, these sensations are identical to those that subjects experience in hypergravity 518 periods during parabolic flight (Lackner and Graybiel 1981). Thus, returning from microgravity 519
(from 0g to 1g) could be assimilated with an exposure to hypergravity (from 1g to 2g). 520
An alternative hypothesis could be that, following a space-flight, the brain attributes 521 abnormal sensations and sensorimotor errors to changes in the mass of the body. Although it is 522 difficult to infer how cosmonauts perceive their body mass and gravity level after a space-flight, 523 the findings of the control experiments seem to suggest that changes in path curvature (R1 524 measurements) cannot be ascribed to a control process based on the subjective feeling that arm 525 inertia has increased. Indeed, we found that loading the arm with different masses did not affect 526 path curvature, while it affected the shape of hand velocity profiles. These results were also 527 confirmed by optimal simulations in which we tested the effects of different masses on hand 528 trajectory. 529
Why cosmonauts after a space-flight mainly misevaluated environmental states (gravity 530 force) and not body states (inertia), despite the fact that the body is more variable than the world? 531
This finding is original and somehow unexpected, since Crevecoeur et al. (2010b) showed that 532 during short exposure to hypergravity subjects modified their grip force control because they 533 overestimated the mass of the object (which did not change) and not the level of gravity (which 534 really changed). Here, we propose that cosmonaut's estimation that gravity-force level haschanged after the space-flight was based on their prior experience in microgravity. Exposed for 536 ten days in weightlessness, cosmonauts had experienced changes in the world (from 1g to 0g) 537 and, consequently, considered that gravity-force level had changed once more when re-entering 538 to normal gravity. In other words, their motor adaptation was guided by a Bayesian prior 539 assumption (Kording and Wolpert 2004) that the world, and not their mass, has changed. Note 540 that we cannot exclude the premise that cosmonauts did not perceive changes in their body mass 541 when they were initially exposed to microgravity (see Crevecoeur et al. 2010b ). However, 542 because this estimation would be erroneous, in fact from 1g to 0g gravity level changes and not 543 body mass, cosmonauts would have to reconsider their estimations to correctly adapt their 544 movements. White et al. (2005) showed complete adaptation of grip force/load force coupling 545 with extensive practice in microgravity. This suggests that, after sufficient exposure to 546 microgravity, subjects are able to distinguish that the world, and not their body, has changed. 547 Therefore, after re-entry on Earth, based on their previous experience, cosmonauts attributed 548 errors to changes in the world. It is of interest, however, that while the qualitative estimation of 549 what has changed was correct, the quantitative estimation was not accurate (overestimated). Our 550 simulations suggest that, at least one day after landing, optimal trajectories corresponded to a 551 gravity level of 1.4g. This could be due to abnormal vestibular and proprioceptive information 552 (for a review see Lackner and DiZio 2000), which makes cosmonauts feel being in a hypergravity 553 environment. Note, that the hypothesis according to which in R1 the CNS used an optimal 554 strategy developed in microgravity is not acceptable (see Fig. 7A , thick solid lines). theoretical strategy is used by cosmonauts to infer changes in the most consistent feature of our 561 terrestrial environment; that is gravity force. In summary, our findings suggest that adaptation of 562 motor control after exposure to microgravity proceeds with two steps. First by a transient 563 adaptation: our brain, operating under new dynamic conditions, searches for an optimal 564 movement plan in a new dynamic and sensory context. Since sensory cues provide biased 565 information about body perception and gravity force level, the transient optimal solution is to 566 minimize movement cost in a hypergravity environment (R1 measurements). The second step 567 corresponds to a complete adaptation: through time and practice the sensorimotor system is 568 recalibrated to normal-gravity conditions and progressively produces accurate estimations of the 569 initial state of the body, the gravity level and the sensory consequences of the motor commands 570 (i.e., learn an accurate forward model). As a consequence, the brain reproduces optimal solutions 571 corresponding to a normal gravity-environment (R3 measurements Table 1 
